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Abstract: Efficient routing protocols can provide significant benefits to mobile ad hoc networks in terms of 

both performance and reliability. Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is an infrastructure less and decentralized 

network which need a robust dynamic routing protocol In ad hoc network networks, in order to make them 

reliable and secure one need to analyze the routing mechanisms which are called as the MANET routing 

protocols and also transport protocols also required. In the research work, we have to do the investigation of 

mobile ad hoc network protocols like ad hoc on demand routing protocol AODV, DSDV and DSR protocol 

using the different TCP types like TCP Reno, TCP New Reno, TCP Vegas and our Analysis of the variants of 

TCP is based on these performance metrics: TCP Throughput, Average End-to-End delay, Packet Delivery 

Fraction and Energy Cost. This analysis will be useful in determining the better variant among TCP Protocols 

to ensure better data transfer, speed, and reliability and congestion control. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The routing protocols in the MANET are our traditional networks, however routing protocols deals 

with the various challenges which is only because of the nodes mobility which more prone to the errors as 

compared to the wired networks. 

Due to the dynamic mobility and routing between the mobile nodes, routes between the mobile nodes 

sometimes disappear and again back which resulted into the MANET routing mechanism more complicated as 

compared to the wired network. To finding the optimal communication route from source to destination is only 

basic and main goal of routing in MANET. Optimal path considers the other network factors as well such as 

latency, jitter, network overhead, throughput, communication cost and power in order to communicate between 

the source and destination without failure. 

Due to mobility the communication paths are changing very frequently and hence network packets are 

not at all affected or even not changing the packet optimality and its uniformity.  

There are mainly three categories of the mobile routing protocols such as proactive, reactive and hybrid 

routing protocols as shown following figure 1. There are many protocols which we are considering for the 

investigation and evaluation in the mobile ad hoc networks. But each of these routing protocols is focused on the 

certain aspects of simulation results TCP is not well suited for wireless networks especially in MANET; the 

performance of TCP degrades significantly due to the heavy packet and connection losses. 

To overcome the problems of reliability, versions of TCP called TCP variants were developed 

especially for wireless ad hoc networks to provide reliable communication. 

       There are different network layer protocols for route discovery and maintenance in MANET but, the 

issue is the selection of suitable coupling of TCP variant over MANET routing protocol to provide reliable 

communication. 
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MANET 

 
 

II.     STUDY OF DSDV AND AODV DSR ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
A. Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) 

 DSDV is one of the most well known table-driven routing algorithms for MANETs. The DSDV 

routing algorithm is based on the number of hops to reach to the destination, sequence number of the classical 

Bellman-Ford Routing Algorithm with certain improvement [3]. Each and every mobile node maintains a 

routing table with all available destinations along with some more information [4]. 

Advantages of DSDV: 

 DSDV was one of the early algorithms available. It is quite suitable for creating ad hoc networks with small 

number of nodes. 

Disadvantages of DSDV 

 DSDV requires a regular update of its routing tables, which uses up battery power and a small amount of 

bandwidth even when the network is idle 

 Whenever the topology of the network changes, a new sequence number is necessary before the network re-

converges; thus, DSDV is not suitable for highly dynamic networks 

 

B. Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

Reactive protocols discover routes when it’s required. If   a node wishes to communicate with another node, 

it checks with its previous information for a valid route to the destination. If one route is found, the node uses 

that route for communication with the destination node. If route is not found, the source node starts a route 

discovery process by RREQ, to which either the destination node or one of the intermediate nodes sends a reply 

back to the source node with a valid route [5]. Less amount of information (mostly fixed packet size) is stored 

into routing packet unlike DSR routing protocol. 

 

Advantages of AODV: 

             In AODV, route discovery process is in on demand, which is more efficient in dynamic nature of mobile 

ad-hoc network. 

 

Disadvantages: 

         Due to on demand manner, it won’t check route in periodic interval so transmission of data after discover 

the rote is taking some more delay, but due to dynamic nature of network this delay is not considerable.   

 

III. TCP 
A.  RENO 

The Reno TCP implementation retained the enhancements to Tahoe, but changed the Fast Retransmit 

operation to include Fast Recovery [Jac90]. This algorithm prevents the communication path from going empty 

after Fast Retransmit, because of that avoiding the need to Slow-Start to re-fill it after a single packet loss.  

In Reno, the sender' s usable window becomes min(awin, cwnd+ndup) where awin is the receiver' s 

advertised window, cwnd is the sender' s congestion window, and ndup is maintained at 0 until the number of 

dup ACKs reaches tcprexmtthresh, thenceforth tracks the number of duplicate ACKs. Thus, during Fast 

Recovery the sender “inflates” its window by the number of dup ACKs it has received, accordant with the 

observation that each dup ACK indicates some packet has been removed from the network and is now cached at 

the receiver. After entering 

 

B. TCP Vegas 

TCP Vegas was proposed by Brakmo et al. It has a very different congestion control algorithm 

compared to New Tahoe. TCP Vegas[10] in general controls its segment flow rate based on its estimate of the 

available network bandwidth. Among the many new features implemented in TCP Vegas, the most important 

difference between it and TCP Tahoe lies in its bandwidth estimation scheme. Studies on TCP Vegas have 

shown that Vegas achieve higher efficiency than Tahoe, causes fewer packet retransmissions 
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C. New Reno: 

TCP New Reno defined by RFC 3782, advances retransmission during the fast recovery phase of TCP Reno. 

while fast recovery for every duplicate ACK that is returned to TCP New Reno, a new not sent packet from the 

end of the congestion window is sent, to keep the transmit window as full.  

For each and every ACK that provides partial progress in the sequence space, sender assumes that the ACK 

points to a new hole and the next packet beyond the ACK ed sequence number is sent. 

 

IV. TCP OVER MANET 
As a result of the improvement of wireless technology and the proliferation of handheld wireless 

terminals, now a day’s have witnessed an ever-increasing popularity of wireless communication, ranging from 

wireless WLAN and WWANs to MANETs. In WLANs (e.g., the Wi-Fi technology) in WWANs (e.g. 

2.5G/3G/4G cellular networks), mobile station communicate with an access point or a base station that 

connected to the wired networks. Patently, only one hop wireless link is needed for communications between a 

mobile host and a stationary host in wired networks. In counterpoint, there no fixed infrastructure such as base 

stations or access points a MANET. All nodes in a MANET are capable of moving independently and 

functioning as a router that discovers and maintains routes and forwards packets to other nodes. Thus, mobile 

ad-hoc networks are multi-hop wireless networks by nature. 

MANETs are multi-hop wireless networks by nature. Note that MANETs may be connected at the 

edges to the wired Internet. Transmission control protocol (TCP) is a transport layer protocol which provides 

reliable end to end data delivery between end hosts in traditional wired network environment. In TCP, reliability 

is achieved by retransmitting lost packets. Each TCP sender maintains a running average of the estimated round 

trip delay and the average deviation derived from it. Lost packets will be retransmitted if the sender receives no 

acknowledgment within a certain timeout interval (e.g., the sum of smoothed  

round trip delay and four times the average deviation) or receives duplicate acknowledgments.  

        Unfortunately, wireless networks and wired networks are significantly different in terms of propagation 

delay, bandwidth and link reliability. The conditional relation  of the difference is that packet losses are no 

longer mainly due to network congestion; that may well be due to some wireless specific reasons. As a matter of 

fact, in cellular networks  or WLANs, most packet losses are due to high bit error rate in wireless channels and 

handoffs between two Base stations, while in MANETS, most packet losses are due to medium contention and 

route breakages, and also radio channel errors. Therefore, TCP performs well in wired networks; but it will 

suffer from serious performance degradation in wireless a network if it misinterprets such no congestion related 

losses as a sign of congestion and consequently invokes congestion control and avoidance process, as confirmed 

through analysis and extensive simulations carried out. 

 As TCP performance disintegrates more seriously in ad hoc networks compared to cellular networks or 

WLANs, we divide wireless networks into two large groups: first one is called one-hop wireless networks that 

include WLANs and cellular networks and the other is called multi-hop wireless networks that include 

MANETs. 

To understand TCP behavior and improve TCP performance over MANET, given these wireless 

specific issues, considerable research has been carried out and many schemes have been suggested. As the 

research in this area is still active and many difficulties are still wide open. 
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This chapter helps to pinpoint the primary causes for TCP performance degradation over wireless networks 

and cover the state of the art in the solutions, in hopes that readers can better understand the problems and hence 

propose better solutions based on the current ones. 

 

V.    PARAMETERS  
Packet delivery function: 

 Packet delivery function is the defined as number of packets successfully transmitted b/w source and 

destination.  

End to End delay: 

Time duration b/w packet received and sending time is called as End to End delay  

Overhead: 

Number of extra packets such as routing packets called as overhead 

Convergence time: 

Time duration b/w route failure and route recovery is called as convergence time 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
We studied the different network environment by using NS2 tool. In our project we simulated various 

network environments given as bellow table. 
Parameter name Parameter value 

Area 500 X 500, 700 X 700, 1600 X 1600 

Coverage area 86m , 230m, 410m 

Routing protocol AODV, DSR, DSDV 

Transport protocol TCP--- Reno, New Reno, Vegas 

No. Of nodes 8, 10, 50, 100, 200 

Speed 5 m/s, 10m/s, 20m/s 

MAC MAC/802.11 

    

In our project we are comparing the different routing protocols along with TCP protocol in different network 

environment. Simulation result for packet delivery ratio is shown in the following graphs, TCP New Reno is 

mostly providing high performance with DSR and AODV but not in DSDV 

 
Packet delivery function with AODV(varying nodes) 

 
Packet delivery with DSDV (varying nodes) 

In next comparison, we used variable as coverage area. In this result also TCP New reno is better than 

remaining TCP protocols 
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Packet delivery function with AODV(coverage) 

 
Packet delivery with DSR(coverage) 

In End to End delay analysis, Reno providing constant delay in different network environment in all the 

routing protocol. But new Reno is proving less delay in 100 node environment for all routing protocols 

 
End to End delay with DSDV(nodes) 
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End to End Delay with AODV 

In convergence time analysis, DSR providing less convergence time in most of the cases. 

 
Convergence time with AODV(varying nodes) 

 
Convergence time with DSR(varying nodes) 

 

VII. CONCLUSION: 
This research work was based on the protocol investigation from the three main categories of MANET 

routing protocols such proactive routing protocol, reactive routing protocols with different TCP variants such as 

Vegas, Reno and New Reno. The protocols which we study and analyze are AODV, DSR, and DSDV from 

reactive routing protocols and proactive routing protocols respectively with varying the number nodes, data 

connections, network size. According to the results which are obtained in the results and discussion section by 

considering the throughput, delay, Our result shows that, the reaction of TCP in most cases could not be the 

right one: for example dealing with data  packet losses due to link loss as if it was a strong congestion is proved 

to be an erroneous reaction. From that, we suggest that TCP should have a data packet loss classification 

algorithm in order to classify the reason of data packet losses and accordingly triggering the most appropriate 

data loss recovery algorithm strategy. The loss differentiation algorithms should have the ability to recognize the 

different data packet loss causes within wireless mobile ad-hoc networks (network congestion, wireless channel 

errors, and link loss) with a minimum computational overhead (i.e. without storing and maintaining too much 

state information). 
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